In outlining the proof of the law of biquadratic reciprocity H. J. S. Smith develops the expressions for S, T, 5 4 , and T 4 f which are used in the proof given by Eisenstein. J We give here a slightly different development for these values making use of certain relationships established by Lebesgue. § The advantage in this development lies in the fact that the function \f/(i) is exhibited in a form which shows it to be a polynomial in i with integral coefficients, and that ±\[/(i) is a primary prime in the realm k(i) if the proper sign be chosen. If
where a is a root of the equation (
, g is a primitive root of p, and p is a prime of the form An +1, then
Substituting i for a, we obtain the result 
Therefore, yp(ï) and \p( -i) are primes in k(i). Since there are an even number of terms in (3) for which ind/ is odd, and an odd number of terms for which ind/ is even, ±\p(i) and ±yp( -i) will be primary primes, a + bi and a -bi respectively, in k(i) if the proper signs be taken in each case. Moreover, \p( -i) [or -co( -i) ] is primary if \f/(i) [or -\[/(i) UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS * The symbol (g/pi)* due to H. J. S. Smith is the power of i which is congruent to g(p-D/ 4 mod pi.
